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Copyright and Responsibility for each teaching tool.
ICL called for contributions and compiled the accepted teaching tools.
Copyright and responsibility for the content of each tool lies with its
contributing organization. Each tool may be updated by the contributing
organization.
The Teaching Toolbox contains 6 parts:
0. Handbook part (Definition of Landslides and other basic
knowledges,Summary of 1-5) written byEditorial Board
1. Mapping and Site Prediction
2. Monitoring and Early warning
3. Testing and Numerical Simulation
4. Risk Management and Others
5. Country Practices and Case Studies
The Teaching Toolbox contains three types of tools.
1. TXT-tools consisting of original texts with figures.
2. PDF-tools consisting of already published reference papers, manuals,
laws,and all supporting materials.
3. The third type are PPT-tools consisting of Powerpoint® files made for
lectures.
4. Video-Tools

Identifiers used for each tool
The identifier of each tool consists of three parts:
1. the number of the part of the tool box in which it appears
(Parts 1 to 5);
2. the country telephone code and an assigned unique number
for each contributing organization.
3. the last part of the identifier is a consecutive number
assigned to the teaching tool by its contributing Organization.
Example Teaching Tools
TXT-tool 1.886-1.1 Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
Part 1 (Mapping and Site Prediction), contributed from Chinese
Taipei (886), by the National Taiwan University (1), and is their
TXT-tool number 1.

ISDR-ICL Teaching Tools
Total 1000 pages TEXT tools is planned.
1. Abstract submission and planned pages of each tool.
by 30 Ｊｕｎｅ 2015
2. One tool is 10-20 pages
3.Submission of ＴＥＸＴ－ｔｏｏｌｓ，ＰＰＴ ａｎｄ Ｖｉｄｅｏ－ｔｏｏｌｓ:
by 30 November 2015
Ｏｎｅ ｐａｇｅ ａｂｓｔｒａｃｔ ｏｆ ＰＰＴ－ｔｏｏｌｓ ａｎｄ Ｖｉｄｅｏ－Ｔｏｏｌ
ｍｕｓｔ ｂｅ ｓｕｂｍｉｔｔｅｄ ｔｏ ｉｎｃｌｕｄｅ ｉｔ ｉｎ Ｔｅｘｔ－Ｔｏｏｌ．

4. Review, Revision, and Edition by Teaching tool meeting on 8
March 2016, Kyoto, Japan
5. Reporting it in BOR (9-11 March 2016) and uploading within
2016.
6. Another 1000 pages will be made in the second stage during
the Sendai Partnerships 2015-2025.

Distribution of Teaching Tools
1. Token of Teaching Tools will be distributed to all ICL members and
16 Sendai partnerships partner organizations free of charge (100
Token)
2. Another 100-200 Token will be distlibuted to active and competent
organizatios which can use teaching tools effectively free of charge.
3. All those organizations which have received are published in
ANNEX-2 to Sendai Partnerships as well as ANNEX-1 ICL
members which are updated every year.
4. ICL Networks (9), WCOEs (15), Each member are requested to
recommend any candidate in developing countries and review its
activities.
5. Whether they can use effectively those tools, whetehr they will refer
the ISDR-ICL landslide tools properly in their publication and
their presentation will be examined. Then, conditions to provide
Token to developing countries will be modified in an effective way.

Conditions to provide Teaching Tools
1. Each organization should use the teaching tooks
for landslide disaster risk reduction activities.
(NOT to store it without any use)

2. Each organization should refer the teaching tools
properly in publication and PPT presentation.
(Some may present the content of Teaching Tools as their
ownwork in their reports, and presentation).

3. Each organization should not use commertial
purpose, namey NOT to sell the downloaded
teaching tools to others.
Each ICL member/network/WCOE are requested to
find good organizations, cooperate and supervise
them by creating its network.

Distiribution of Token to Access Teaching Tools











TEXT-tools and PDF-Tools will be distributed by Publisher.
Sale price will be 429Euro (e-book or print) and 539 Euro for
both.
ICL will initially purchase 300 token and distribute to all ICL
members and competent non-ICL organizations working for
landslide risk reduction in developing countries free of charge.
ICL members are requested to recommend competent non-ICL
organizations whom ICL members may cooperate and support
their understanding and application.
PPT-tools and Video-tools are distributed to ICL members only
free of charge from ICL-WEB. These two tools will be ICL
Internal Use only. Let us cooperate to develop capacity of each
ICL member and to put its activities to a higher level.
Each member must refer and acknowledge it properly.

